
Let SAICA help you 'Protect and Expand Your Client Base' 
with a client newsletter. 

Your CA(SA)DotNews client newsletter will market your firm to all your existing and prospective clients for you:

At minimal cost 
With minimal effort 
To maximum effect

How it works

Every month your clients and prospective clients receive a personalised e-newsletter (see a copy of the 
 issue overleaf) sent to them via e-mail under your firm's compliments slip. The information in 

CA(SA)DotNews is short, simple and topical - information of practical interest and value to your clients, 
information that will encourage them to seek your advice and assistance.

You will also receive the 'Accountant version' of CA(SA)DotNews before the 'Client version' is sent to your clients. 
The 'Accountant version' has case and other references for your use only with hyperlinks to our source material 
on the Internet.

Cost

SAICA has now negotiated for you a low cost, minimal effort client newsletter system with DotNews, which has a 
long track record of providing e-newsletters to the legal profession.  See a sample of the  issue 
overleaf.

SAICA urges members to take advantage of the discounted price which it has negotiated for members - this 
highly effective and very professional marketing tool is designed specifically to benefit small and medium 
practices.

There is a one-off set up charge of R500 excluding VAT. Thereafter all you pay is a monthly subscription fee of 
R395 excluding 14% VAT for up to 500 clients (or R595 excluding 14% VAT for 501 - 1,000 clients; please ask us 
to quote for larger client lists).

Benefits

Full details of the system are on the CA(SA)DotNews website at  - see in particular 
the page "How do you benefit from CA(SA)DotNews" at 

. 

What our clients say

“Hi, how do I subscribe to these awesome newsletters?”
"Once again, congratulations on a very informative and topical newsletter”

 "Is it possible to subscribe from the first 2 newsletters (i.e. backdated), as they were very informative and I 
have received positive feedback from current subscribers?”

 "They are extremely useful updates, well summarised and we appreciate your sending them to us”
 "Thank you for your excellent service. In today's world that is hard to find!"

To subscribe

Subscription forms are enclosed or subscribe online at 
.

Further information

For any queries about the offering contact  at SAICA ( ), or  at 
DotNews ( ).

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

September 2011

September 2011

www.dotnews.co.za/casa
www.dotnews.co.za/Casa/How-do-you-

benefit.aspx

http://www.dotnews.co.za/Casa/Subscribe-
Online.aspx

Bridgitte Kriel Bridgittek@saica.co.za Jack Crook
casa@dotnews.co.za
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Let SAICA help you ‘Protect and Expand Your Client Base’ with a client newsletter. 
Your CA(SA)DotNews client newsletter will market your firm to 
all your existing and prospective clients for you:
• At minimal cost 
• With minimal effort 
• To maximum effect 

Grow Your Practice!  Every month your clients and 
prospective clients receive a personalised e-newsletter (see 
a sample at www.dotnews.co.za/casa) e-mailed to them 
under your firm’s compliments slip. The articles are short, 
simple and topical - information of practical interest and 
value to your clients, information that will encourage them to 
seek your advice and assistance.

Cost and Benefits:  SAICA urges members to take advantage 
of the discounted price which it negotiated for members - 

this highly effective and very professional marketing tool is 
designed specifically to benefit SMPs.

There is a one-off set up charge of R500 plus VAT. Thereafter 
all you pay is a monthly subscription fee of R395 plus VAT for 
up to 500 clients (please ask us to quote for larger client lists).

Full details of the benefits of the system are on the CA(SA)
DotNews website at www.dotnews.co.za/casa.

To subscribe:  Subscribe online or download forms at  
http://www.dotnews.co.za/Casa/Subscribe-Online.aspx.

Further information:  
Contact Bridgitte Kriel at SAICA (Bridgittek@saica.co.za), 
or Jack Crook at DotNews (casa@dotnews.co.za). 

This newsletter is proudly sponsored by
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CHANGES
TO THE ACADEMIC 

PROGRESS RULE
Adri Kleinhans, Project Director: Training & Professional Development

In 2013 a paper entitled State of the Training Environment was prepared. The 
paper posited the following:

• The only requirement to be met for a person wishing to register with SAICA as a 
trainee accountant is that the person is either in possession of a CTA, or is studying 
for an academic qualification leading to the CTA. This “open access” approach 
means that any person, irrespective of academic qualification (or lack thereof) 
and proven ability (for example through the achievement of an academic 
qualification) can enter into a training contract. Given this unlimited access into 
the training programme, a certain amount of attrition is to be expected. 

• However, if we assume that:
o The number of graduates from the universities (i.e. the supply of trainees) 
 remains fairly stable for the foreseeable future; and
o The training capacity of training offices (i.e. the demand for trainees) remains 
 fairly stable for the foreseeable future, 

it is clear that, in order to achieve growth in the number of CAs(SA), we need to limit 
trainee attrition to a reasonable number. 

FAILURE TO ACHIEVE ACADEMIC PROGRESS AS A CONTRIBUTOR TO TRAINEE 
ATTRITION

For the period 2011 to 2013, the contracts of 378 trainees were cancelled as a result of 
academic progress rule. This represents 13% of all cancellations for the period. 58% of 
all trainees whose contracts were cancelled for failure to achieve academic progress 
were African.

RESPONSE BY TRAINING REQUIREMENTS COMMITTEE TO THIS ISSUE

In an attempt to limit trainee attrition as a result of failure to achieve the SAICA 
academic progress requirement, the Training Requirements Committee made the 
following changes to the Training Regulations:
• The definition of academic progress has been revised significantly: The requirement 

for a trainee studying for the CTA or equivalent to make one year’s academic 
progress every two years has been removed. Please note: The trainee must 
continue to be enrolled for the CTA or equivalent, but will no longer be penalised 
in terms of the Regulations if he fails twice in succession.

• Provision has been made for a trainee accountant to take a calendar year’s 
recess from his academic studies, without his training contract being cancelled. 
The following conditions are important in this regard:
o The academic recess is available to a trainee at any academic level, and at  
 any point in the training contract,
o During the period of the academic recess, the trainee is only exempt from  
 the requirement to be studying – the trainee must continue to fulfil the other  
 conditions of the training contract,
o The trainee will be exempt from the academic progress requirement during  
 the academic recess period, and
o The only permissible grounds for an academic recess are –
 •    Financial hardship; 
 •    Severe illness; or
 •    Family responsibility.

TRECO is of the view that the abovementioned amendments, which came into effect 
on 1 January 2014, will be particularly beneficial to Small and Medium practitioners, 
who are the largest employers of trainees who have not yet achieved the CTA, by 
giving them the opportunity to retain trainees whose contracts they would previously 
have had to cancel.
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Small businesses have always been big in South Africa 
and they play an important role in growing the 
country’s economy and overcoming unemployment.  

However, many people have been deterred from starting 
their own business because of the perceived complexities 
and administrative costs involved, particularly where tax 
is concerned.  

In order to address this issue and to encourage more 
investment in small businesses, National Treasury has come 
up with tax relief and incentives specific to ‘small business 
corporations’ (SBCs).  The first we saw of this was more 
than ten years ago, in the form of accelerated capital 
allowances and concessionary tax rates.  There are also 
special rules applicable in respect of capital gains on the 
disposal of small business assets.  

In order for a business to qualify for the concessions, it must 
meet the definition of a SBC as set out in section 12E of the 
Income Tax Act, No. 58 of 1962 (the Act), one of which is 
that the gross income of the business must not exceed R20 
million – for financial years ending during the period 1 April 
2013 and 31 March 2014 (as announced in the 2013 Budget 
Speech).  The threshold for prior years was R14 million.

According to Treasury, the reduced tax rates and other 
concessions applicable to SBCs are considered ineffective 
in encouraging investment, but perhaps there has not been 
sufficient awareness of the concessions, some of which are 
discussed here.

  CONCESSIONARY TAX RATES

The taxable income derived by a SBC will be subject 
to preferential tax rates in terms of the table below (for 
financial years ending on any date between 1 April 2014 
and 31 March 2015):

Taxable income (R) Rate of tax (R)

0 – 70 700 0% of taxable income

70 701 – 365 000 7% of taxable income above  70 701

365 001 – 550 000 20 601 + 21% of taxable income above  
365 000

550 001 and above 59 451 + 28% of taxable income above  
550 000

The above table was changed in the 2013 year to introduce 
a new tier which effectively reduced the overall tax liability 
for affected SBC’s. Inflationary changes are also made 
each year.

  ACCELERATED ALLOWANCES

For manufacturing assets brought into use for the first time 
by the SBC on/after 1 April 2001, the allowance is 100% in 
the first year of use.  However, there must have been a cost 
incurred by the SBC in acquiring the asset and the asset 
must be owned by the SBC or acquired in terms of an 
instalment sale agreement.

For non-manufacturing assets, the allowance is 50%:30%:20% 
and this applies in respect of assets acquired in terms of an 
agreement signed on/after 1 April 2005 and is based on 
the cost of acquisition of the asset.  Both allowances are 
not apportioned.

  DISREGARDING OF CAPITAL GAINS

For the purposes of capital gains tax (CGT), a small business 
means a business of which the market value of all its assets, 
as at the date of the disposal of the asset or interest, does 
not exceed R10 million – such a small business may be 
entitled to the disregarding of capital gains of up to R1.8 
million if certain requirements are met.  

  BUDGET PROPOSALS 2014/2015

As mentioned above, there were positive changes to the 
SBC taxing regime in 2013 and we were hoping to see 
further changes to decrease both the tax charge and the 
administrative burden on SBCs.  For example, although the 
gross income threshold has been increased by more than 
40%, we have seen no change in the R1million turnover 
threshold which applies in respect of the compulsory 
value-added tax (VAT) registration.  Therefore, from a VAT 
perspective, the administrative burden related to SBCs 
may be no less than those applicable to larger businesses.  
There are also more favourable rules relating to provisional 
taxpayers with taxable income of R1million or less – again 
there has been no change in this threshold.  Unfortunately, 
the 2014/15 Budget did not address either of these issues 
and these inconsistencies in the various thresholds remain.

The 2014/15 Budget did, however, deal with other 
‘incentives’ or concessions for small business, as a result of 
the work done by the Tax Review Committee appointed 
in July 2013 and headed by Judge Dennis Davis (the Davis 
Committee).  The Davis Committee consulted with various 
small business organisations as well as experts and has made 
recommendations to the Minister based on this consultation 
process.  The outcome of the process has been a number 
of proposals affecting SBC’s:
• Tax compliance rebate – Treasury is of the opinion that 

taxpayers view the compliance cost of running a SBC 
as being very high.  It is proposed that the reduced tax 
rate regime be replaced with an annual refundable 
tax compliance rebate.  

• Grant funding by non-business entities – tax relief is to 
be provided for entities receiving grant funding used to 
develop small business

• Tax treatment of grants – Government proposes that 
grants received by small and medium-sized enterprises 
must be tax exempt, regardless of the source of funds.  

CONCLUSION
While it is unfortunate that none of the items on our wish 
list for small businesses were included in the 2014 Budget 
Proposals, we are looking forward to the amendments 
as detailed above and hope to see further incentives for 
small businesses in future.  

Somaya Khaki: Project Director: Tax Suite



T
he Chief Master published a new policy on 7 
February 2014 on the appointment of insolvency 
practitioners. The appointment of the insolvency 
practitioner is required by the Insolvency Act, No 

24 of 1936, the Companies Act, No 61 of 1973 and the 
Close Corporations Act, No 69 of 1984.  The policy will be 
effective from 31 March 2014. 

The objective of the policy is to promote consistency, 
fairness and the achievement of equality. Insolvency 
Practitioners must be appointed in the following ratio:

• 40% African, Coloured, Indian and Chinese 
females, 

• 30% African, Coloured, Indian and Chinese males,
• 20% White females, and
• 10% White males.

The Master’s offices are instructed by the policy to 
appoint the practitioners purely on an alphabetical 
basis in the specified ratio of 4 African, Coloured, Indian 
and Chinese females, 3 African, Coloured, Indian and 
Chinese males, 2 White females and 1 White male. This 
will be a mechanical process and practitioners will be 
allocated based on the list and not necessarily based on 
skills and experience. 

Within these categories practitioners will also be classified 

POLICY 
ON APPOINTMENT OF
INSOLVENCY 
PRACTITIONERS
Juanita Steenekamp: Project Director - 
Governance and Non-IFRS reporting

The objective of the policy is to promote consistency, 
fairness and the achievement of equality.
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SMPs vary in size between 1 or 2 partners to those that 
have up to 10 partners or more. The client base that 
they service is crucially important to South Africa’s 

prospects as a nation. Government, big business and 
South Africa’s large number of unemployed hanging their 
hats on this SME sector for job creation, transformation 
and GDP growth. The National Development Plan 
recognises the importance to our national future of 
growing small business.

There are many who predict that if as a country we can 
find a way to incentivise and galvanise this sector, we will 
transform our prospects. 

And yet the growth of this SME sector seems under-
strategised, underfunded, and under-supported in terms 
of technical support. Small businesses complain regularly 
about the cost and red tape involved in doing business 
in South Africa, the lack of start-up and growth and 
employment tax incentives, employment incentives and 
funding. If we as a nation are to pull ourselves out of the 
post 2008 quagmire we have to set this sector alight.

The government has ministries for almost everything 
except small business – the very sector that is seen as its 
only hope for eliminating unemployment and stimulating 
growth. Banks, reasonably are only prepared to take  
low levels of risk, and as such cannot be the levers on 
their own to stimulate SMEs. Our savers would rightly be up  
in arms. 

But there are some projects which have shown success 
at creating growth and jobs in this sector. Business 
Partners is one such project. Brainchild of the Rupert 
family, it lends between R2m and R20m each to 
more than 2000 entrepreneurs at any time, and it has 
operations as far afield as Rwanda, Kenya and Zambia. 
SEFA (the Small Enterprise Finance Agency) aims at 
a slightly different market to Business Partners. It is the 
result of a consolidation of all of government’s small 
business financing agencies and resides in the IDC. Both 
institutions believe that small businesses need more than 
just funding to be successful. Speak to them and you will 
hear of mentorship projects and technical assistance as 
being as important as the money. 

SAICA LAUNCHES
SA’S MOST COMPREHENSIVE SME RESEARCH PROJECT

There are approximately 4,500 CAs(SA) in small and medium practices (SMPs) supporting small 
and medium sized businesses in South Africa. These CAs(SA) comprise about 15% of SAICA’s 
members in South Africa, and so are a significant membership group. 

Bridgitte Kriel: Project Director – Small and Medium Practices



as senior or junior practitioners depending on whether the practitioner has been 
appointed within the last five years. If the practitioner was appointed once 
every year for a five year period, the practitioner will be classified as a senior 
practitioner. If the practitioner was not appointed once every year for the past 
five years, they are classified as a junior practitioner.  The Master may appoint 
a senior and junior practitioner where he believes that the level of complexity 
of the matter requires a joint appointment. This will also assist in development of 
the junior practitioner.

Process to be followed: All practitioners, current or new must complete an 
application form and submit an oath that they are in good standing with SARS. 
This will ensure that practitioners are included on the list. The application form must 
be e-mailed to the office of the Chief Master (ChiefMastersListofLiquidators@
justice.gov.za). Practitioners are requested to retain the original signed copy for 
safekeeping.  Documents handed in at the Master’s office will not be considered. 
The application forms will be scrutinised by an oversight committee. Practitioners 
who apply to be on the list at a later stage will be included on the end of the list. 

The new policy will be followed for appointments with effect from 31 March 2014. 
For more information members can visit the Department of Justice home page 
(www.doj.gov.za) and follow the link to the Liquidations page. 

Application form link:   
http://www.justice.gov.za/master/liqui/InformationAffidavitForm.pdf

Late addition: The effective date of the policy has been delayed due to legal 
court case opposing the policy. However you are still urged to continue with 
your application in the meantime.
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The truth is that government and the private sector – through 
its enterprise development schemes have more than 
enough money to support a growing small business sector. 
But simply throwing money at the problem will not solve 
the failure rate of new businesses, or ensure the successful 
growth of existing ones. Both Business Partners and SEFA 
recognise that small businesses that want to grow are more 
likely to do so successfully if they are helped by business 
professionals who are independent and knowledgeable. 
Both institutions currently make use of SAICA SMP firms.

Independent research undertaken by TerraNova for SAICA 
last year indicated that as far as banks and these specialist 
small business lenders were concerned, CAs(SA) in SMPs 
have a major role to play in both the preparation of SMEs to 
be borrowing fit, and in the provision of valuable services to 
these SMEs beyond the traditional audit or review to ensure 
that they have a better chance of healthy growth.

On the back of this research, SAICA have commissioned 
TerraNova to undertake what will be a far reaching study 
into how SMEs see their businesses, their challenges, where 
support will be most meaningful. It will identify how SAICA 
can intercede with government to make it easier to do 
business and to create jobs. If the response is significant 
enough, they will be able to suggest different strategies 
for different industries, provinces, and size of business to 
government and to funders. TerraNova  will be sending 
questionnaires out digitally, and have guaranteed 
respondents confidentiality in terms of their responses.  
The survey will be undertaken between April and July, 

and results will be published by SAICA by the beginning 
of September.

Objectives that have been set for the project are:
• That big business, government and lenders are better 

informed about the needs and intentions of SMEs
• That policy makers will get a better idea of how their 

actions will affect growth and job creation
• That SMEs see that SAICA and their SMP members are 

working to ensure that conditions for succeeding in the 
SME arena are eased.

• That SAICA can improve the service it gives to the SMP 
sector by developing interventions that will broaden 
their service offering to SMEs.

 
How SMPs can participate
We need to encourage as many SMEs as possible to 
participate. The SMP is the gateway to this participation. 
We would like SMP owners to encourage their clients to fill 
out the questionnaire online.

Any SMP who wishes to participate will be sent a 
standard letter to email to their customers to preserve 
confidentiality, and all participating SMEs will need to do 
is click on the link, answer the questions and submit. The 
success of the survey will depend on the level of support 
we get from our SMP members. It’s in your own interest to 
support the project. 

If you wish to participate, 
please contact 
stella@tnova.co.za 
for details. 

Participate and stand a 
chance to win a copy of 
Deeper: Advance Practice 
Management Strategies 

VALUED AT R2,450

There are many who predict that if  

as a country we can find a way to 

incentivise and galvanise this sector,  

we will transform our prospects. 
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SERVICE CHANNEL OF FILING AVAILABLE DETAILS

Name reservations Email namereservationsandregistrations@cipc.co.za

Post  

New on-line company registrations Email supporting documents for 
electronic registrations

companiesonline@cipc.co.za

Fax 086 5270 538

Drop off box  

Post  

New manual company registrations and 
issue of a certificate

Email companydocs@cipc.co.za

Fax 086 6168 960

Drop off box  

Post  

MOI/Special Resolutions Email moiamendments@cipc.co.za

Fax 086 6186 960

Drop off box  

Post  

Company Changes: Registered address and 
location of company records, and financial 
year end changes

Email companychanges@cipc.co.za

Fax 086 6186 960

Drop off box  

Post  

Conversion of close corporations to 
companies

Email companydocs@cipc.co.za

Fax 086 6186 960

Drop off box  

Post  

Company and close corporation  
re-instatements (including re-instatement 
court orders) 

Email re-instatements@cipc.co.za

Drop off box  

Post  

Company and Close corporation  
de-registrations

Email deregistrations@cipc.co.za

Drop off box  

Post  

Liquidations Email liquidations@cipc.co.za

Drop off box  

Post  

Electronic Filing of Annual Returns CIPC Website http://annualreturns.cipc.co.za.aspx

Changes in company director details - 
manual

Email manualcor39@cipc.co.za

Drop off box  

Post

Changes in company director - electronic Email Supporting docs to CM29Admin4@cipc.co.za

Email affidavits for change of contact 
details to 

COR39emails@cipc.co.za

Changes in CC membership and 
accounting officer 

Email Certified CK2/CK2A form and 
Supporting docs to

ck2@cipc.co.za

Drop off box  

Post  

Resolution of corrections of processing errors Email corrections@cipc.co.za

Resolution of disclosure Email disclosure@cipc.co.za

Credit notes & refunds Email revenue@cipc.co.za

Latest CIPC developments
Thabo Lipholo, Project Manager: Small and Medium Practices

The following items were highlighted during the CLC meeting with CIPC on 12 March 2014.

CIPC Guide to submitting company and close corporation applications via dedicated e-mail address.
CIPC emphasised that where the facility is available, customers should make use of the electronic filing and submission of 
applications, as this improves turnaround times and accuracy and quality of applications processed. Please see methods 
of filing below for various transactions:
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Email affidavits for change of contact 
details to 

COR39emails@cipc.co.za

Changes in CC membership and 
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Email Certified CK2/CK2A form and 
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Drop off box  
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Resolution of disclosure Email disclosure@cipc.co.za

Credit notes & refunds Email revenue@cipc.co.za

IFAC has introduced a new slide deck and article designed 
to support members, especially those operating in small- 
and medium-size practices, in understanding and applying 
the guidance in the recently published IFAC Guide to 
Review Engagements (Guide). The Guide aims to provide 
implementation support for practitioners in conducting 
review engagements in compliance with International 
Standard on Review Engagements (ISRE) 2400 (Revised). 

The slides, Limited Assurance Engagements for Practitioners, 
which are published with the Guide on the IFAC website: 
• can be used to introduce your staff and members to 

the Guide and in training and CPD courses. 
• include an overview of the Guide and an introduction 

to reviews, touching on the four key areas of a  
review engagement - Accepting, Planning, Performing,  
and Reporting. 

• include information on the uses and benefits of 
conducting a review engagement. 

Members are also encouraged to read an article by IFAC 
SMP Committee Member Phil Cowperthwaite, “A Value-
Adding Client Service,” which:
• focuses on how a review engagement can be a cost 

effective service for clients and enable a practitioner to 
provide added value. 

• highlights the meaningful level of assurance provided 
through a review engagement and the benefits for all 
parties. 

To access this article, visit the IFAC website.

The article is issued by SAICA under the following copyright 
permission from the International Federation of Accountants 
(IFAC):“Copyright © (February 2014) by the 
International Federation of Accountants 
(IFAC). All rights reserved. Used with permission 
of IFAC. Contact permissions@ifac.org  for 
permission to reproduce, store or transmit, or 
make other similar uses of the document.”

In order to address some of the difficulties experienced 
by customers and CIPC staff with the use of dedicated 
e-mail addresses for submitting applications to CIPC and 
to facilitate effective processing of applications received, 
customers are advised to adhere to the following guide:
• Applications should be filed to the correct e-mail 

address. Due to high volumes it is not always possible to 
reroute the application to the correct e-mail address.

• Applications should not be submitted to multiple 
e-mail addresses especially to e-mail address that 
are not authorised to receive applications. Staff 
have been specially allocated to manage each 
dedicated mailbox and therefore it is unnecessary and 
inconvenient to copy other mail addresses.

• Applications should not be more than 40 pages. If 
application contains more than 40 pages it should be 
posted or hand delivered to CIPC.

• Applications should not be filed in parts due to the 
fact that it is not always possible to combine the 
application. If the application is e-mailed in parts 
it does not necessary result in it being received in 
sequence within the dedicated mailbox.

• The subject of the e-mail must clearly state the form 
and where available the entity name and registration 
number (e.g. CoR21.1 ABC (PTY) Ltd 2002/123456/07).

• Applications should be scanned in the smallest possible 
resolution ensuring that the entire application is legible 
and clear.

• Applications or parts thereof will not be download from 
other sites e.g. Google.

• Each application must be scanned and submitted 
separately to the correct e-mail address.

• Applications should not be filed in duplicate (e.g. 
submitted more than once to the same or different 
mailboxes or e-mailed and then also submitted 
manually).

• Applications must indicate a customer code even 
if the form or the format in which the application is 
submitted does not provide for such.

• Enquiries are not addressed via the dedicated 
mailboxes unless expressly indicated otherwise.

Change of appointment from auditor of a company to 
appointment as an independent reviewer of a company

There has been confusion as to whether the appointment 
of an independent reviewer is filed with CIPC and also how 
does the practitioner change from being appointed as 
an auditor to a reviewer. CIPC has confirmed that they do 
not keep records of independent reviewers therefore the 
appointment cannot be filed with CIPC. Where a company 
changes from an audit to a review, the auditor should 
resign as an auditor of that company by using form CoR44 
and does not have to file an application to CIPC for the 
appointment as an independent reviewer. Failure to resign 
may lead to the following complications: 
• An auditor should report a reportable irregularity to 

IRBA, whereas a reviewer should report such irregularity 
to CIPC. Therefore failure to resign will result in CIPC not 
accepting the report due to you being listed as an 
auditor in their records.

• Where an assurance provider has not resigned as 
auditor from CIPC, and the same assurance provider 
issued an independent review report, confusion 
may exist amongst 3rd parties as to whether an 
independent review report should have been issued 
or an audit report.

• There may be legal liability for the person still listed  
as auditor if not performing the duties as such in 3rd 
party litigation.

Lapse of legislation fee exemption for conversion of 
close corporation to a company

Please note that as from 1st May 2014 there will be 
prescribed fees for conversion of close corporation to 
a company, which has been waived until 30 April 2014. 
Therefore it is advisable not to wait until the last moment 
to convert the close corporations to profit companies if it 
is your intention to do so, as this might negatively affect 
processing times.

UNDERSTANDING 
AND APPLYING THE GUIDANCE IN THE IFAC GUIDE TO 

REVIEW ENGAGEMENTS



WHAT’S HAPPENINGin your
Central Region 
(Northern Cape, North West, Free State)

Eastern Region 
(Kwa-Zulu Natal)

I am sure that most of you have made New Year’s resolutions 
during December 2013. Looking to the first quarter in 2014, 
how many of those resolutions only lasted for the first few 
weeks or rather days?  I am sure that one of them could be 
to “fire” a specific client that never pays on time, or spend 
more time with the ones that do. Whatever the case may 
be, I am certain that you continue to provide a service 
to that “non-paying client” and do not spend the same 
amount of time on the “paying” client.  We always tend to 
fall back on our habits, to what is familiar to us and we are 
afraid of the consequences of change; its human instinct.

 
I would like to challenge you with the following 
questions: 
Are you the best “SMP practice” in town? How strong is your 
brand? Are you the first point of contact for your clients?  
Are your clients aware of all the services that you can offer 
them? If not, why not? What is hindering you? Or is it the “old” 
habits that are prohibiting you from achieving success? 

As SAICA in the region, we have taken a decision to look at 
things differently, but most importantly to continue to delight 
our members with the service that they have become 
accustomed too.  During the first quarter there was a good 
mixture of “new” and “existing” products made available 
to members in the Central Region, to name a few:
• Central Region Tax update 
• SME Technical update – 2 days
• How to position yourself as an industry Expert – 

Business Breakfast

Over and above this, SAICA has the following available 
products and services that could assist you to positively 
answer the thought-provoking questions above:
• Books (Clients for life)
• DVDs (Technical seminars as well as Practice 

management tools) 
• Click to Start videos on Innovation  and 

Entrepreneurship

Looking at the above one thing remains constant – our 
dedicated service to you.  SAICA will continue to provide 
you with the best technical and soft skills training available. 
We will continue to engage with stakeholders (CIPC / SARS 
/ Masters Office) on your behalf, not only at a regional but 
also on a national level. And we will remain your first point 
of contact for advice and related queries to be resolved in 
a professional matter.  

Regional Executive: Div Lamprecht 
Tel: 051 444 3674
Email: centralregion@saica.co.za

The past year welcomed developments in the SMP arena, 
introducing the Operational Query Register (OQR) system to 
assist members in resolving long outstanding queries relating 
to SARS and CIPC services, including a makeover of the SMP 
web-pages (www.saica.co.za/smp) rendering the content in 
an easy to navigate format.  As 2014 settles into full swing, 
we turn our efforts toward enhancing our service offerings 
and delving into what will give our SMP members enterprising 
tools and resources to explore market niche’s to be fulfilled  
and value-added services employed, to further  offer a wider 
spectrum of business advisory services thus strengthening the 
presence of a strong SMP sector.

SAICA challenges SMP’s who undoubtedly have the 
advantage of agility and the ability to use and adapt offerings 
as a competitive differentiator, to review their business models 
in order to meet the challenges and take advantage of new 
emerging business opportunities.  This said, SAICA kick-started 
the year with the introduction of the SME technical update 
sessions covering five key topics updating you on the latest 
developments, using practical case studies and covering the 
latest standards to better service your clients.  The purpose 
of the events is to equip you with relevant and practical 
technical updates in accounting, assurance, tax, ethics and 
legislation.

To view our current range of service 
offerings, access the following link:  
Service Offerings

SAICA is constantly evaluating its offerings, ensuring that it is 
aligned and contributing to a vibrant SMP constituency in an 
evolving environment. SAICA maintains dynamic stakeholder 
relationships and continues to engage with CIPC/ SARS / 
Masters Office on your behalf, both regionally and nationally.

To view information on our current SMP 
committee, access the following link: 
Eastern Region SMP Committee

We enjoyed the following quote received at the SME 
Technical Update:

“Definition of Ethics: Do the right thing, at the right time, 
in the right way, every time.”

Quote by John Mowat, CA(SA) - Eastern Region Past President

Regional Executive: Naeem Asvat
Tel: 031 266 2672/3
Email:  easternregion@saica.co.za
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Northern Region 
(Gauteng, Limpopo, Mpumalanga)

Southern Region 
(Eastern Cape, Western Cape)

Responsible Leadership….a SAICA strategic Pillar, we are 
thriving towards. We at the Northern Region Council have 
had a kick-start in the right direction in 2014. With the New 
Leadership, Terrence Nombembe’s visit to the Northern 
Region Council meeting where he noted SMP issues ranging 
from S90 to strategic and operational issues, along with 
active engagement with Stakeholders (such as SARS, CIPC, 
Master’s office and others). These issues were collated via 
the 8 district chairperson representatives. Contact us to find 
out how to join these district associations 

You will also get the chance to meet with the CEO during 
these dates:

Date Venue

19 May 2014 Lowveld, Orange Restaurant

21 May 2014 Pretoria, Country Club 

22 May 2014 JHB, Wanders Club

23 May 2014 Westrand, Black Eagle Guest House

09 June 2014 Limpopo, Fusion Boutique Hotel

10 June 2014 Eastrand, Benoni Country Club 

24 June 2014 Highveld, Protea Hotel

SME TECHNICAL UPDATE
These have been a beneficial intense technical update 
to members where, members are allowed to bring 
managers from their firms who are not CAs, and they will be 
accommodated at a special rate of R2,300 for two days. 

AGM DATES

22 April 2014 Johannesburg AGM, FNB Conference 
Centre

06 May 2014 Westrand AGM, Black Eagle Guest House 

08 May 2014 Northern Region AGM and Past Presidents 
Lunch

OTHER DATES

03 June 2014  Women In  Accounting

31 July 2014 Women in Leadership conference 

Look out for networking vents in your districts with Members 
in Business, SARS officials and other opportunities.

Lastly, With Easter season around the corner, long weekends 
and time to see friends and family. Enjoy the time off.

Regional Executive: Thuli Bamuza
Tel: 011 479 0691
Email: northernregion@saica.co.za

Anderson Muza was appointed as Regional Executive in 
May 2013 for the Southern Region and is based in Cape 
Town. The main focus of his current role is to serve the 
members of the Western, Eastern and Southern Cape 
and to develop and ensure alignment of the regional 
strategy to the SAICA broad strategy. Anderson’s role 
also involves the facilitation and identification of member 
needs, culminating in the provision of timely and relevant 
information, products and services to members.

SOUTHERN REGION DISCUSSION GROUPS
The Southern Region SMPs discussion groups encourages 
SMPs  in that region to join discussion groups as they will 
benefit by getting support, valuable information and 
advice in discussion groups, and of course verifiable CPD. 
Common topics for discussion are Taxation, Companies 
Act, Audit, Financial reporting, Ethics, Practice 
management, trusts, and operational issues. The following 
is a list of available discussion groups in the region.

DISCUSSION GROUP
Cape Town Tax discussion group
 Afzal Khan
 afzal.khan@raft.co.za
Cape Town Central
 Gil Gorgulho
 Gil.Gorgulho@crowehorwath.co.za
Southern suburbs
 Richard Browne 
 rabcasa@iafrica.com
Pinelands
 John Edwards 
 johne@nolandsept.co.za
Northern suburbs
 Wahl Schreuder 
 wahl@fsacc.co.za
Bolandbelange group
 Herman van der Merwe 
 herman@hvm.cc
Swellendam Group
 Thys Wentzel 
 thys@streicher.co.za

If you are interested in joining the discussion group 
in the Southern Region please send an email to the 
discussion group directly or for more information email 
southernregion@saica.co.za 
 
Regional Executive: Anderson Muza
Tel: 021 417 2660 
Email: southernregion@saica.co.za
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SARS & CIPC QUERIES
Central Region
Easter region
Northern Region
Southern Region

3%
1%

Visit /OQR

PLEASE NOTE -  SAICA is unable to commit to resolving the query, however provides an alternative 
escalation channel with stakeholders, for query resolution. 

Visit www.saica.co.za/OQR

WE HAVE AN ALTERNATIVE FOR YOU!

SAICA has created an alternative escalation avenue for these queries, 
through the operational query register (OQR). 

Over and above finding possible resolution to your query, SAICA also 
utilises this summarised information to support lobbying efforts during 
stakeholder engagements. 

Log your unresolved operational query today! www.saica.co.za/OQR

ARE YOU STRUGGLING TO RESOLVE 
YOUR OPERATIONAL QUERIES 
WITH SARS OR CIPC?

ARE YOU STRUGGLING TO RESOLVE 
YOUR OPERATIONAL QUERIES 
WITH SARS OR CIPC?

OQROQR
Have you exhausted all the CIPC and SARS internal processes to 
resolve the query with no success?

SARS OQR Queries as at 31/3/2014 # %

Income Tax - Registration 8 5.0%

Income Tax - Deregistration 1 0.6%

Income Tax - Refund 9 5.6%

Income Tax - Provisional tax 4 2.5%

Income Tax - CGT 1 0.6%

Income Tax - Returns 1 0.6%

Income Tax - Assessment 26 16.1%

Income Tax - Audit 6 3.7%

Income Tax - Objection and Appeal 25 15.5%

Income Tax - PAYE Returns 7 4.3%

Income Tax - PAYE Reconciliations 4 2.5%

Income Tax - PAYE Audit 1 0.6%

Income Tax - PAYE Objection and Appeal 7 4.3%

Income Tax - STC/Dividend Tax 1 0.6%

VAT - Registration 4 2.5%

VAT - Refund 14 8.7%

VAT - Returns 4 2.5%

VAT - Audit 7 4.3%

VAT - Objection and Appeal 10 6.2%

TCC - Tenders and Good Standing 15 9.3%

Customs and Excise - Customs and Excise 2 1.2%

E-filing 4 2.5%

 Grand Total 161 100.0%

Query Category Query Type # %

Annual returns, deregistrations and 
Reinstatements (both Companies 
and CC’s)

N/A Electronic lodgement 2 2.8%

CoR 40.5 - Application for re-instatement of deregistered company 2 2.8%

CC Amendments CK2 - Registration of an amended founding statement 8 11.1%

Name Reservations (Including  
Defensive names)

CoR 9.4 - Notice confirming name reservation, issued by the Commission 2 2.8%

New Companies registrations 
(including conversions from CC’s to 
Company)

CoR 14.1 Notice of Incorporation 2 2.8%

CoR 14.1 A,B,C or D 6 8.3%

CoR 15.1 A, B, C, D, or E – Memorandum of Incorporation 2 2.8%

Company Amendments (Including 
Special resolutions, MOI, etc)

CoR 44 – Company notice of change to company secretary and auditor 1 1.4%

CoR 21.1- Notice of Change of Registered Office 2 2.8%

CoR 39 - Notice of Change concerning a Director Directors 24 33.3%

CoR 15.2 – Notice of Amendment of MOI 19 26.4%

Other
Payment Allocation 1 1.4%

Billing Errors 1 1.4%

 Grand Total  72 100.0%

3%

5,6%

11,8%

47,8%

34,8%

CIPC Queries

SARS Queries by Province



GIVING YOUR PRACTICE THE IMPETUS, DIRECTION AND INSIGHTS TO GROW PROFITABLY
Mark is an experienced consultant who works in the area of facilitating firm retreats, leading 
in-house training sessions, partner coaching and strategic planning.

For further information regarding the scope of Mark’s work please visit his website:  
www.marklloydbottom.com 

What others have said about working with Mark:
“Mark has consulted with ABG and throughout this time gained the trust and respect of the 
partner group. His common sense and insightful approach combined with his passion and 
integrity have been of great value in helping us all focus on what to do to grow our firm.”
Paul Berlyn, Managing Partner, ABG (6 partner London based firm) 

Making arrangements
To make enquiries for Mark to consult with your practice please contact Bridgitte Kriel: smp@saica.co.za 

CONSULTING 
WITH 
MARK
LLOYDBOTTOM

Trainer: Mark Lloydbottom, FCA, CPEC. 
Marks’ programmes and consulting are 
based on over 25 years’ experience as a 
practitioner and consultant. He has worked 
with professional service firms in fifteen 
countries and has lectured throughout 
Europe, North America and Africa, standing 
on platforms with leading industry thinkers 
including David Maister and Paul Dunn.

Provisional Dates and Locations (subject to demand):

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

ESSENTIALS
Location Provisional Dates Course

Johannesburg 17 – 18 July 2014 2 Day Upgrade: Comprehensive firm owner 
programme

To pre-book for any of the events 
below please e-mail:
SMP@saica.co.za
With the following details:
• Your location
• The course you are 

interested in
• How many of your firm will 

be  attending
Please note availability is limited!

Bloemfontein 21 – 22 July 2014

Cape Town 23 – 24 July 2014

Port Elizabeth/East London 25 July 2014 1 Day: Back to Basics 
• Delivering outstanding client service & 
• Better Billing. Better Collections. Lower 

Lock up. Guaranteed

Durban 16 July 2014

On demand 28 – 31 July 2014 Individual firm consulting

ESSENTIAL TRAINING FOR ALL FIRM OWNERS
Upgrade is a two day intensive and interactive training programme and is intended  
to reinvigorate firm owners and prospective owners.
Overview: 
The Marketplace: Exploring threats and opportunities 
 What successful firm owners are doing
Owner Profitability: Exploring how each firm owner can increase firm profitability
Client Service: The keys to making yourself irreplaceable to clients
 How to raise the bar
Billing: How to discuss prices with clients - avoiding the trap of under billing
 Downsize your own lock up to 15% - or less
Job Profitability: The essential ways to drive efficiency and improve job profitability (including case studies)
Advisory Skills: Essential [new] skills for giving business advice:
 - Understanding and engaging with the four roles of management 
 - The lifecycle of a business – the growing and aging phases and how to recognise them
Marketing: Personal marketing that guarantees to win new business
Sales: Getting an appointment and making a sale
Staff: Improving one-on-one staff management
Implementation: Developing your personal action plan and making it happen

UPGRADE-
TWO DAY COURSE
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HOW TO GET YOUR CLIENTS COMING BACK FOR MORE 
Client service is at the core of every firm’s DNA, yet it remains an art rather than a science. In this 
half day seminar we will explore a wide range of strategies to discover how client service can be 
improved, value enhanced, fees raised and your ability to attract more profitable business extended. 

BETTER BILLING. BETTER COLLECTIONS. LOWER LOCK UP. GUARANTEED
Pricing your services and billing for them is one of the most important skills of the successful 
accountant. Unfortunately, formal education and training courses seldom discuss pricing 
and firms rarely discuss pricing in an organised manner, making it all too easy to adopt 
bad habits and policies that impede profitability. This seminar will walk you how to discuss 
prices with clients, and offers advice on how to motivate firm owners to bill what they are worth.

PRACTICE 
MANAGEMENT 
ESSENTIALS
ONE DAY COURSE 



NEED    KNOW...2
Audits performed on behalf of 
Auditor General South Africa
The fees to be charged by audit firms for 
audit work done on behalf of the 
Auditor General South Africa (AGSA) is set out in a Circular 
that SAICA issues on an annual basis. The latest Circular 
covering the period 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2015 is now 
available on the SAICA website.
________________________________________________________

Extension of deadline for submissions of 
DOL Return of Earnings
The Department of Labour has extended the deadline 
for the submission of the 2013 Return of Earnings (Form 
W.As.8). The normal submission date is every year on the 
31st of March.  The deadline has been extended from 31 
March to 31 May 2014.  The Return of Earnings form for 2013 
deals with information for the period 01 March 2013 to 28 
February 2014. The 2013 assessment period will be opened 
for transacting on the ROE website from 1 April 2014.
________________________________________________________

Home-owners associations cease to be 
vendors for VAT purposes
From 1st April 2014, home owners associations will cease 
to be vendors for the purposes of Value Added Tax. This 
follows a recent amendment to the Act in 
terms of which the contributions levied by 
entities in respect of services supplied to 
all its members relating to managing the 
collective interest of residential property 
use or ownership of its members will now 
be an exempt supply.

www.taxsuite.co.za
New Guides available on Tax Suite
(available to all SAICA members – Login required)  

• SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCES AND ADVANCES:  
The new rates for subsistence allowances and 
advances are effective from 1 March 2014, in terms 
of Notice No. 114 (Gazette 37333).

• CHANGES IN INCOME TAX LEGISLATION: This guide 
provides a brief summary of certain changes in 
income tax legislation which will be effective from  
1 April 2014. 

• CHANGES IN VAT LEGISLATION: This guide provides a 
brief summary of certain changes in VAT legislation 
which will be effective from 1 April 2014. 

Extension in the transitional period to  
30 April 2015 for the BEE Code
The Department of Trade and Industry has recently 
announced that the transitional period for the Amended 
B-BBEE Codes of Good Practice that were gazetted on 11 
October 2013 will be extended by a further six months to 
30 April 2015.

Under the Amended Codes, enterprises were given a one 
year transitional period, ending on 11 October 2014, to 
align their affairs with the requirements of the Amended 
Codes. This extension means that enterprises may continue 
to be measured in terms of the old Codes until 30 April 
2015. Thereafter, they will be measured in terms of the 
Amended Codes.

SAICA Code & CPD Policy has 
been updated 
• The SAICA Code has been updated with the inclusion 

of the paragraph prohibiting members to charge 
a contingency fee for tax return preparation and 
assurance services.

• SAICAs CPD Policy has been updated to reflect that tax 
practitioners need to ensure they perform tax specific 
CPD to ensure they meet the SARS requirements.

Bank Confirmations
From 1 April 2014, FNB will no longer respond to audit 
confirmation requests via email, fax and mail requests. 
Auditors can now register with Confirmation.com, the 
secure ONLINE link between authenticated audit firms 
and banks, this will be the only method accepted by 
FNB, and may also be used for confirmations with other 
banking institutions.

FEES:
• There are no once off or annual license fees, no set-up 

costs and no support costs. 
• Billing is done per transaction and charged to either 

an office credit card, or to the individual requestor’s 
credit card. 

• Billing is as follows per bank, per client audit date:  
1 – 5 forms at R213 per form, 6+ forms at R0 per form. 

• This fee should generally be billed to the audit client as 
part of disbursements.

You don’t need to be using CQS in order to utilise 
Confirmation.com 

For more information: 
http://www.cqs.co.za/confirmations/
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